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8.8in. x 6.0in. x 0.8in.With all the books, talks, classes, and workshops available on self-editing, a
writer can quickly become overwhelmed by advice. In every work of fiction, theres so much to be
concerned about: plot, characterization, scene structure, setting, backstory, dialogue, and pacing.
You must maintain suspense, portray your characters emotions, show events rather than tell about
them, make effective use of comparisons, and achieve consistency of style and voice. You must
avoid passive voice, information dumps, repeated information, digressions, clichs, and unnecessary
words and phrases. Finally, you must mind the details of grammar, spelling, word usage,
punctuation, and format. Whew! How do you catch it all How do you know when youve got it right
How do you even know where to start REVISING FICTION will answer these questions and many,
many more. If youre tired of reading books and attending talks and conferences that dont give you
what you need to improve your writing, Revising Fiction is the book youve been searching for. In
this book, youll find: a comprehensive treatment of the entire writing and revision process, from
planning your novel, to first draft, through...
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Extensive information for ebook lovers. It typically is not going to expense too much. I discovered this book from my i and dad recommended this pdf to
learn.
-- Pr of. Ger a r do Gr imes III
A really awesome publication with perfect and lucid reasons. I was able to comprehended every thing using this published e pdf. It is extremely di icult to
leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Pr of. Pa tsy B la nda
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